Making a Reservation
Navigating to the Restaurant

I chose this microinteraction because it solves having to scroll a long time to get to the restaurants and it solves the hours & info button being unclear that it leads to more actions. My redesign creates organization and an efficient flow. The proximity of the icons to its text clearly illustrates that they are related, and pressing either one of those or the space between them will take the user to that corresponding page. This one click is superior to the previous long scroll to get to the restaurants. I also utilized continuance on the restaurant and cafe profile. The picture and sliver of text at the bottom that’s cut off gives just a peak of the next restaurant, so users know to scroll to find all of their options. Additionally, I utilized proximity and grouped all the actions together, so that the user knows all actions are available and correspond to the same restaurant. I made the make a reservation button orange so it draws the users eye and reminds them of this important action. This is superior to the previous version which hides the make a reservation and other actions within the hours & info button.